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A Pre-clinical breast cancer stem cell model based on MMTV-PyMT Mice for testing 
nanoparticle directed therapy
Stewart Sell
Wadsworth Center, USA

The stem cell model of cancer predicts that cancer treatment failure can be overcome if treatment is directed to the self-renewing 
cancer stem cell (CSC). Most therapeutic approaches are directed to the proliferating cells of the tumor and not the tumor 

stem cells. In order to advance therapy to tumor stem cells, we need models of cancer in which the stem cells can be identified, 
targeted and treated. Cells comprising the micro environment (stem cell niche) of CSCs also play a defining role in optimal tumor 
initiation potential and are a second target for treatment. We used the MMTV-PyMT transgenic mouse model of spontaneous 
breast cancer to identify both CSCs and tumor supporting mesenchymal cells. Female mouse mammary cancer (FFMC) cell lines 
consisting of two major populations were generated from primary breast cancers: CD24+CD29+CD44lowCD49f+Sca-1low TICs 
and CD24-tumor-derived mesenchymal stem cells (TDMSCs). CD24+ 419II cells at 1x103 consistently initiated mammary gland 
tumors, whereas the CD24- TDMSCs failed to initiate such tumors at 1x107 cells. Co-transplantation of TDMSCs and CD24+ 
TICs resulted in a significant increase in TI to the level of a single CSC.  Knock-down of Bmi-1, a polycomb group protein and 
stem cell transcriptional promoter, by shRNA prevented 419II cells from initiating tumors. TI was restored when Bmi-1 was 
reintroduced via an expression vector. We now propose to use anti-CD49f coated nanoparticles containing shRNA to inhibit 
Bmi-1 and/or docetaxol to target therapy to the CSCs. Future experiments are planned to direct therapy to the TDMSCs as well 
as the CSCs.
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